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Communication Satellite Technology:
NASA’s Investment Pays Back
By
James W. Bagwell
NASA, Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
to the
34th Space Congress
Cape Canaveral, Florida
April 28-May 3, 1997
NASA’s investment in communications satellite technology pays large dividends to the public and
now NASA stands to also benefit.  NASA is readying itself to become a customer of the Industry it
helped to create and at the same time empower the talent in federal labs and universities through
a new industry/government/university Alliance to ensure its happening.
Little did anyone at NASA in the 60’s realize that its investment in demonstrating how satellites
couldused for communications by people on earth would someday evolve to the point where they
are becoming a commercial enterprise capable of serving NASA’s own operational needs of the
future.   The first satellite used for communications was a simple reflector capable of “bouncing” a
radio signal back to earth.  This was followed by simple transponding satellites of limited power
and access due, in part, to their altitude and eclipse periods.  Through the accomplishments of
NASA’s Applications Technology Satellite, ATS, program, communication satellites grew in power
and capability.  Frequencies climbed from VHF to C-Band and the satellites themselves reached
geostationary orbit over the US providing near continuous service.  During this same period NASA
relied on a series of large ground stations making up the Satellite Tracking and Data Network,
STADN, to conduct its scientific and applications missions.
During the early 70’s a fledgling commercial satellite industry began to form offering C-Band ser-
vices between points on the earth served by 10 meter earth terminals.  NASA, too, was anxious to
tap into these new techniques and saw the opportunity to capitalize on these emerging technolo-
gies and developed the first of a series of data relay satellites called TDRSS for tracking and Data
Relay Satellite.  Positioned at strategic locations in the geostationary orbit they could provide near
continuous coverage for all of NASA’s orbiting spacecraft thereby eliminating the need for the
STADN with its costly earth terminals in sometimes politically volatile locations.  Although useful
commercially for voice and video distribution purposes, the growing constellation of communica-
tion satellites were limited to bent-pipe trunks through the sky requiring large investments in termi-
nal hardware to be used.  As such NASA’s use of them was limited to the distribution of its data
products after their initial receipt from TDRSS at White Sands, NM.
All the while NASA was faithfully adhering to its charter of pursuing the application of space for the
benefit of all mankind.  In watching the communications satellite industry take advantage of its
technologies and experience continued growth, NASA realized that the C-Band was becoming
congested and the size and cost of earth stations were limiting growth.  With its continuing spirit of
innovation, NASA focused its technology investments on a new frequency band, the Ku-Band, and
higher power satellite amplifiers, 200W TWTA’s.  By 1975, in partnership with the Canadian gov-
ernment, NASA launched the Communications Technology Satellite, CTS, opening the Ku-Band
for both lower cost conventional services and new direct-broadcast services to small, low cost
terminals located at the users site.  This technology brought new meaning to the VSAT, Very Small
Aperture Terminal, service.  Satellite Business Systems, a joint venture between IBM and AETNA,
attempted to pursue the direct broadcast concept in the early 80’s, but supporting technologies
and the user community were not ready.  Another decade would pass before this concept would
become commercially viable driven primarily by the entertainment market.
Again, as the 70’s drew to a close, NASA saw the need to open yet another frequency for public
access and respond to industry’s plea for help in overcoming the growing foreign government
investments in their space industries.  After a five year, $50M investment in new technologies,
NASA undertook the development of the Advance Communications Technology Satellite, ACTS.
Eight years and $500M later NASA launched the first Ka-Band communications satellite incorpo-
rating scanning, multi-beam antennas and onboard circuit routing at both IF and baseband.    This
experimental satellite made possible the demonstration of services from wideband, up to 1 gigabit/
sec, T1 services, to small, 1M, terminals to microterminals of 1 ft diameter antennas.  Terrestrial
and airborne mobile services have also been demonstrated using both active phased array and
steerable dish antennas  at the terminal at data rates never before possible.  Many of these terres-
trial mobile experiments grew on an earlier NASA program in mobile satellite technology called
MSAT which proceeded concurrently, but separate from the ACTS program.  MSAT led to joint
enterprises in both the US and Canada for the development of the first commercial mobile satellite
under the sponsorship of the American Mobile Satellite Corporation  in the US.
Stimulated by the publics’ desire for personal communications services anywhere on earth and
growing worldwide commercial interest, $38B worth of new satellite ventures have been filed with
the FCC, most of which embody some of the technologies first developed for and demonstrated by
the ACTS.  These new satellites will not only be deployed in geostationary orbit, but also at me-
dium (MEO) and low (LEO) orbits.  If all these new ventures are successful the communications
satellites in orbit over the next 7-8 years will increase by over 1000, bringing to the world new
communication services unimagined a decade ago.  Global interconnectivity to both the devel-
oped and underdeveloped countries will become a reality.  One number access to anyone, any-
where, anytime in the world will be possible.  Wideband access to supercomputers and entertain-
ment services will be possible from anywhere (land, sea, and air).  All this because NASA refused
to relax its determination or cloud its vision for applications of space for the benefit of all mankind.
History will someday acknowledge the important role communications satellites have played in
ending the “Cold War” and continue to play in the social-economic/political struggles around the
world.
With this anticipated growth in the commercial communications satellite business it should be
possible for NASA to begin looking at these new systems and networks as resources to satisfy its
future operational needs.  This possibility has, in fact, been recognized and early studies show
significant potential for this being the case.  In 1996 the NASA Administrator renewed the Agency’s
commitment to the commercial communication satellite industry, to aid in maintaining its competi-
tiveness in the global marketplace.  He challenged the Industry to identify the key technologies
needed to assure this and to further propose a new way for this Industry to do business with the
government in the form of an Industry/Government/Academic partnership.  Furthermore the NASA
Administrator stated that NASA was getting out of the business of developing and operating its
own private space data and communications systems and would rely more on commercial ser-
vices in the future.  The result, after decades of supporting the only current commercial application
of space, is a unique partnership where NASA’s continued support will assure a competitive US
Industry, and enable this Industry to deploy new systems capable of meeting NASA’s needs into
the foreseeable future.  NASA has dedicated data relay satellites in the pipeline sufficient to as-
sure their mission operations for the next decade.  Meanwhile new commercial systems are on the
drawing board and being designed.  NASA missions have a life cycle of five to fifteen years includ-
ing design, development and flight operations.  If the new commercial systems being designed
today will be coming on-line over the next 5 to 10 years, then it is obvious that an orderly transition
over the next decade is necessary if our ultimate objective is to be achieved.  NASA will need to
consider using all possible commercial constellations, LEO, MEO, and GEO.  Specially designed
communications packages on NASA satellites, platforms, and transportation vehicles will be re-
quired in order to communicate with these commercial systems.  In some cases custom commu-
nications subsystems must be added to certain commercial satellites in order for them to commu-
nicate with government satellites.  The characteristics of these links will be driven by requirements
imposed by new space based instruments and imaging systems, some at gigabit/sec rates.  The
technologies needed to enable these commercial satellites to meet NASA’s needs will also in-
crease the services available to private sector customers.  NASA’s use of these commercial sys-
tems must be planned now as both NASA and commercial designs are moving forward.  It is
expected that some commercial support to NASA missions will be provided within the next 5
years.  Some NASA missions launched within the next decade will be expected to outlive the
current planned lifetime of its dedicated data relay satellites.  This will necessitate the inclusion of
alternative means of communication using commercial systems at a minimum for the later years of
mission operations.  Failure to adequately plan could result in either costly extensions of NASA’s
dedicated data relay satellites or premature termination of valuable space experiments.
Following the recommendations of the Commercial Communications Satellite Industry, NASA is
creating a communications satellite alliance under the authority of the Space Act.  This will take the
form of a Jointly Sponsored Research Agreement, JSRA.  Membership in this Alliance will be open
to industry, government, and universities with a principle interest and participation in the commer-
cial communications business or functions related thereto.  Members are afforded the opportunity
to influence the goals and objectives of the Alliance and participate in the execution of tasks aimed
at satisfying these objectives.  NASA’s objectives for establishing the Alliance are twofold:  The
development of precompetitive technologies in order to 1) maintain US Industry global competi-
tiveness, and 2) enable the transition of NASA operational communications needs to future com-
mercial services.  In order to assure the needs of both Industry and government are met task
participants will be required to share in the costs of performing the approved tasks.  A Manage-
ment Council elected by and from the Alliance membership will select proposals submitted by
member teams for funding.  NASA’s sponsorship includes a significant contribution to the Alliance’s
investment pool.  It’s use by the Alliance is contingent upon the availability of matching funds from
Industry members.  University members will be selected to participate on teams based  on their
ability to contribute to achieving the task objectives.  University team members will generally con-
tribute in the early stages of research and technology development while Industries’ contributions
will dominate the more mature, application focused portions of tasks.
This “new way of doing business” will provide new, non-competitive opportunities for federal labo-
ratories.  Each partner from industry, government, and academia will contribute based on their
unique skills and interests avoiding competition within the framework of a task.  Government and
university laboratories will serve as neutral areas where partners can work together on
precompetitive technologies using equipment and facilities unique to these laboratories.  Federal
employees can improve their skills and experience through work assignments in industry facilities
and pursue related graduate studies at participating universities.  Finally, the Alliance will serve as
a collective voice of the industry in matters of concern to them such as access to space, frequency
spectrum allocations, export policy, and other policies and regulations affecting their business.
